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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
Since early history, man has been very much interested 
in the measuring o~ ~lowing water. This interest has not 
waned, but has become more intense and necessary as he and 
his civilization have progressed to the present time, when 
he is not only vitally concerned with the problems of mea-
suring flowing water but other liquids as well. 
1 
With the coming o~ the Industrial Age and subsequent 
scientific achievements it became highly desirable (neces-
sary for the sake of progress) that these measurements, and 
the accuracy of them, be greatly improved. Many different 
metering devices have been developed and utilized toward 
this end, each having its own disadvantages and advantages 
over others. In this category are included the orifice, 
orifice meter, pitot tube, nozzle, Yenturi meter and weir. 
The last of these, the weir, is the metering device 
employed in measuring open flow or flow through open channels. 
"For measuring large and small open flows in field and 
laboratory, the weir finds wide application.• l 
1. Vennard, Elementary Fluid Mechanics, Wiley, 1954. 
•The weir is one of the most widely accepted standard devices 
2 for the measurement of' water." 
2. Daugherty, Hydraulics, McGraw-Hill, 1937. 
2 
A very general de'f1nition of" a weir might be: "Any 
regular obstruction in open 'flow over which 'flow takes 
place." It is a bulkhead or dam over which water flows, or 
it can be a notch in such a structure through which water 
f"lows. It might be likened to a special case of an orifice, 
differing in the respect that it is placed at the water sur-
f"ace so that the head on its upper surface is zero. 
From the def"in1tions listed above it is readily seen 
that weirs might have many and varied shapes. And so they 
do; however, the range of variations has been restricted to 
practical limits giving f"our or five main types, each with 
its own modif"ications. 
Weirs 'for measuring purposes are generally of simple 
and reproducible form consisting of smooth vertical f"lat 
plates. There are two general divisions or types of weirs 
based on the thickness of the weir plate, or rather, the 
effect of this thickness on the profile of the over-flowing 
water. If the weir thickness is kept small so that the 
water jumps free of the upstream top corner it is termed 
a sharp-crested weir. See Fig. 1. Often it is desirable 
to sharpen the upper edges of the weir plate, especially 
for low rates of" flow. 
The second type, having a thickness great enough to 
support the flow in a longitudinal direction, is termed a 
broad-crested weir and has several distinguishing charac-
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1. A decided drop occurs just as the water starts 
over the flat crest. 
2. There is approximately constant depth across 
the middle part or the crest. 
3. In this region of constant depth streamlines 
are parallel or nearly so. 
4. In this middle section there is approximately 
uniform velocity from top to bottom of the 
stream. 
In addition to the two classifications of weirs just 
described, there are other classifications based on the 
geometric shape or the weir. As mentioned before, varia-
tions in shapes have been restricted to practical limits, 
resulting in (1) the rectangular weir, (2) the triangular 
or V-notch weir and {3) the trapezoidal weir being the more 
common and widely used types. These are general types and 
each has its modifications. What was said of metering de-
vices in general can be said of these different weirs: 




THE CIPOLETTI WEIR 
The trapezoidal weir is one in which the sides of the 
notch are not vertical as tor a rectangular contracter weir, 
but diverge so that as the depth of flow increases the width 
at the water surface increases. A specific weir of this 
type is the Cipolett1 Weir, ingeniously designed by an 
Italian engineer of that name in 1892. It is a trapezoidal 
weir whose side slopes have the ratio of 4:1. See Fig. ). 
Francis, from his experiments with the rectangular 
contracted weir3, found that the end contraction varied 
directly with the head on the weir and was equal to one-
tenth of the head. 
3. J. B. Francis, Lowell Hydraulic Experiments, 4th Edition, 
D. Van Nostrand, 188). 
From this he reasoned that the effective weir length, b, was 
reduced by the two end contractions to b - 2H/10. To express 
this in a contracted weir formula he proposed the equation, 
Q = C ~ (b- 2H/10) v'2g H1•5 ______ (1) 
which is a modification of the rectangular suppressed weir 
equation, 
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Cipoletti continued these investigations and expanded 
the formula to: 
Q = C ~ b ,;2g Hl.5 - C 3b ,;2g H2·5 ____ ( 3 ) 
where the negative part of the equation represents the loss 
o~ flow due to the existence of the end contractions. In 
order to compensate for this loss he proposed cutting back 
the corners or flaring the ends of the rectangular contracted 
weir so that the discharge would be increased just as much 
as the contractions with vertical ends would decrease the 
discharge. In effect this amounts to adding a half tr1-
angular weir at each end. 
The fundamental formula for calculating the rate of 
flow through a triangular weir is: 
Q = I~ ton oc. V2g H2·5 _________ ( 4) 
This is the flow, then, which must compensate for the loss 
due to contractions, represented in equation #3 by: 
Q = to V2g H2·5 ___________ ( 5 ) 
By equating these two expressions, equations #4 and #5, 
and solving for alpha, the proper or required value of that 
term is found to be arctan alpha equals one-fourth, thus 
accounting for the end slopes assigned by C1poletti. 
In the simultaneous solution of equations #4 and #5, 
the assumption is made that the two coefficients are equal. 
The coefficient, c, as evaluated by C1polett1, was found to 
8 
be o.6J, correlating closely to the value of the Francis 
coefficient ot 0.62. Hence, for this specific tT.Pe or 
trapezoidal weir, the rectangular suppressed weir equation, 
equation #2, may be applied. 
This ability to allow for end contractions, thereby 
making the relatively less complex rectangular suppressed 
weir equation applicable, seemingly would tend to make the 
Cipoletti weir very popular. It is being widely used in 
9 
this country as well as others. It is the type of weir used 
throughout this investigation and this characteristic was one 
or the strong arguments which led the author to select it 
rather than a different type. 
There was also another strong factor prompting the 
selection ot this shape. Although the Cipoletti weir is 
wide1y applied in actual flow measurements, it is seldom 
used in experimental investigations. In the past, the 
simpler geometric shape afforded by the rectangular weir has 
won tor that type a preference by the experimenters. The 




The best of the weir formu1as in use today are not good. 
Such a statement may seem harsh and unfair, but the thought 
behind it and the exact ~erence intended wi11 be c1ear1y 
understood when certain of the disadvantages and limitations 
co-existent with their use are discussed. Let it be known 
from the begi~ng that the author does not have or propose 
so1utions to these defects, but that his criticisms are 
meant to be constructive and are stated for the primary pur-
pose of strengthening the cause for and 1egitimacy of this 
investigation. 
The weir formu1as in use at present are o1d formulas. 
That in itse1f, of course, does not detract from their 
worth; in fact, the criterion of "old age• or "1ong survival 
and continued use" is a good defensive argument. The nature 
of the criticism here is that use of the formu1as has con-
tinued up to the present time with 1ittle or no improvement 
since their conception as far back as 1775 and 1883 when 
Chezy and Francis pub1ished results of their investigations. 
Their basic equations are st111 popular and widely used today. 
Another principal defect in these formu1as is their 
empirical nature and all the limitations necessarily imposed 
on their use because of it. Appropriate accuracy can be 
obtained through the application of these formu1as but an1y 
if the ~imitations are respected and strict1y adhered to. 
When us1ng them it is necessary to dup1icate or approximate 
11 
as c1ose1y as possible the experimental conditions on which 
they are based. This natura1ly makes them cumbersome and 
most di~~icult to app1y in many instances. I~ the ~ormulas 
are applied in cases where it is impossible to meet these 
requirements, then accuracy must suf~er. 
"The ~1ow o~ liquid oYer a weir is at best an exceedingly 
complex problem and impossible o~ rigorous analytical so1u-
t1on.•4 
4. Vennard, Op.cit., p. 313. 
Because o~ this fact assumptions have to be made, even though 
in many instances they are recognized as being erroneous, and 
coef~icients empirica11y determined in order to correlate 
theoretical and actual characteristics of flow. Through use 
of these coe~ficients the formu1as yie1d acceptab1e accurac7, 
but on1y ~or conditions o~ flow closely identical to the £1ow 
conditions giving birth to the coef~1cients. Since ~or 
most ~low measurements allowab1e accuracy of results need 
not be exact but is relaxed so as to create an •acceptable 
range o~ accuracy•, a coefficient can be assigned to a 
~ormula which will enab1e the ~ormu1a to give acceptable 
accurac7 within a range o~ flow circumstances. Beyond these 
arbitrary limits new coef~icients must be experimentally 
determined and used. As proof of this, one needs only to 
glance through most any elementary text on hydraulics where 
he will see many dif~erent coetficients (1dent1t1ed by the 
12 
names of the experimenters who determined them), each estab-
1ished for different f1ow conditions. By using these co-
efficients for certain "ranges" or between specified 1imits, 
the casua1 observer might be 1ed to be1ieve that such a co-
efficient corre1ating theoretioa1 f1ow to actua1 f1ow within 
that range is a constant. However, the opposite is true. 
Because of the many variab1es which necessitate their in-
c1usion in the formu1as the coefficients themselves are 
variable. Hence, in the weir formulas now in use, some in-
accuracy is introduced through application of variable 
coefficients as constant coefficients. 
It wou1d be we11 at this point to refer to some of the 
complexities and assumptions re1ating to the estab1ish1ng 
of weir formulas which were mentioned ear11er, end which 
create the necessity for and govern the nature of the co-
efficients. 
Three very important factors which affect the shape or 
the f1ow picture are the head on the weir, H; the weir 
height, P; and the extent of venti1ation beneath the nappe. 
See Fig. 1. It is possible to find experiuentally the effec1 
or these factors, but there is no simp1e method of predict-
ing the f1ow picture from their va1ues. Other important 
factors are friction and turbu1ence. Their effects caunot 
be predicted, nor can they be isolated for experimental 
measurement. It is known that, as the channel becomes 
narrower and the weir 1ength smaller. fr1ct1ona1 resistance 
at the side wa11s affects the rate of f1ow to an increasing 
13 
extent and that turbulence and frictional effects at the 
sides and bottom of the channel contribute to the velocity 
distribution, but in a very unpredictable way. Because of 
the fact that the effects of velocity distribution on weir 
flow are appreciable, efforts are made in weir installations 
to counteract them through the use of long approach channels 
and by installing baffles or other stilling devices which 
tend to even2y distribute the turbulence and prevent abnormal 
velocity distributions. 
Surface tension effects, created by the free liquid 
surfaces of weir flow, are another factor complicating the 
problem. These forces are small, but will affect the flow 
picture appreciably at low heads and small flows. 
Another source of error is due to the assumption in 
the common weir flow theory that the velocity of the flowing 
water varies as the square root of the head. According to 
this assumption the velocity of water particles at the sur-
face of the weir opening would be zero, as illustrated in 
Fig. 4, but it is known that they flow with considerable 
velocity. Also, it may be observed that the water level at 
this point drops below its normal value, as shown 1n Fig. 5, 
15 and 17. 
Still another erroneous assumption is that the stream-
lines flowing through the weir are parallel and are normal 
to the plane of the weir. This is not so. Convergence is 
necessary because of contraction and can be proved by draw-
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A flow net constructed by this method is shown in Fig. 6. 
Since the streamlines are not normal to the plane of the 
weir, it is incorrect to calculate the rate of flow by the 
product of their velocities and the areas in the plane of 
the weir opening. 
After considering the assumptions made in the formula-
tion of weir flow equations and other complexities created 
by factors, the effects of which cannot be pre-determined, 
the empirical nature and consequent necessity tor coeffi-
cients, which limit the range of applicability and accuracy, 
is understandable. "To derive a simple weir equation in 
the light of the complexities obviously requires a drastic 
and artificial simplification of the problem. Such simpli-
fication will lead to an approximate result which must be 
corrected by the introduction of experimental coeft1cients.•5 
s. Vennard, Op.cit., p. )14. 
•For these and other reasons (complexities and erron-
eous assumptions) 1t is impossible to derive by theory weir 
formulas that are exactly correct, but they serve as ex-
pressions that may be made to yield correct results by the 
proper choice and use of experimental coefticients.•6 
6. Daugherty, Op.cit., p. 1)). 
As an illustration of the complicated requirements and 
cautious preparations necessary tor accurate application ot 
16 
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weir ~ormulas, attention is directed to a list o~ sample re-
quirements taken from a basic hydraulics text:? 
7. Schoder and Dawson, Hydraulics, McGraw-Hill, 1934. 
•Any weir or over~low dam may be used as a measuring 
device. If possible the conditions should duplicate those 
o~ experiments on record. The following requirements refer 
particularly to the sharp-crest weir: 
1. Weir with vertical upstream face of the bulk-
head, built squarely across the channel, level top (or crest) 
across the stream, the crest piece either a 'thin plate• or 
square-edged and sharp at the top upstream corner (yet not 
thick enough to be called a ~broad-crested weir), so that 
the water jumps free at the upstream top corner. 
2. Free admission of air beneath the overfalling 
sheet of water on the downstream s1de close to the crest, 
so as to prevent formation of a partial vacuum under the 
sheet (with associated clinging effects and increase of 
discharge.) 
3. Weir built in a channel whose sides are 
vertical and parallel and which extend some distance both 
upstream and downstream (the latter necessary only above 
the crest level) ~rom the weir crest, thus having water 
flowing over it for the full width of the channel. 
4. (See alternative 1n Item 5.) A deep channel 
o~ approach with the height ot the weir crest above the 
18 
bottom o~ the channel at least five times the head on the 
weir. 
s. For a low weir with height, P, less than five 
times the head (perhaps even less than the head itself) the 
~ormula must be modified so as to include the effect of the 
velocity head of the approaching water. 
6. The head to be measured far enough upstream 
from the weir to avoid effects of a surface curve, say a 
distance upstream from the crest at least 4H, to be safe. 
?. If a formula, such as the Francis formula, 
does not provide for a coefficient that varies with the 
head, its use without modification should be limited to 
heads greater than about 0.3 feet. For lower heads, down 
to about 0.07 feet, the discharge is greater than by the 
Francis formula, necessitating an additive term. 
If there is a considerable departure from any one of 
these conditions, the formulas must be modified if possible 
or else the conditions at the weir adjusted to suit the 
standard requirements.• 
Briefly summarizing, it is obvious from a consideration 
of all o~ these facts that the weir formulas presently in use 
are not the "universal• or widely applicable ~ormulas to be 
desired for open flow measurements. This is due, mainly, 
to the necessary inclusion of experimentally determined 
coefficients which limit their applicability and accuracy. 
These coefficients are not constant, depending on many 
different variables, the effects of which cannot be pre-
19 
determined. Because of t~s their use is restricted within 
specified 11mits. Hence, ~ using weirs tor f1ow measure-
ments it is necessary to duplicate the experiments ot the in-
vestigators who determined the coefficients or else calibrate 
the weir to be used prior to making any measurements. 
Hea1izing these problems has led some ot the leaders ~ 
the field of hydraulics and t1uid mechanics to think ot the 
possibility ot circumvent~ these •headaches• by uti1izing 
new and different concepts of open channel flow character-
istics. Such a one was Bakhmetett. 
Boris A. Bakhmeteft, a Russian, was, prior to Wor1d 
War I, connected with Yast hydraulic enterprises 1n that 
country. Serving 1n this capacitJ' he performed a great 
amount of research on flow in open channels, out ot which 
was born his •specitic energJ"-critical depth" criterion tor 
analyz~ or exp1ai~ng the characteristics ot such tlow. 
8 This int'ormation was first published in Russian in 1912. 
B. o Nerav.nomer.nom Dwije~i Jidkosti Y Otkritom Busle, 
St. Petersburg, 1912. 
He continued his research and in 1932 had published ~ 
English a revision ot the original book, which contained, 
also, much new i~ormation.9 
9. Bakbmetett, B,-drau1ics Ot Open Cbamlela, MoGraw-8111, 
19)2. 
20 
With the publication of these two books, Bakhmeteff 
placed at our disposal an entirely new means to be used in 
the analysis and solution of problems concerning all types 
of open channel flow. Weir flow, of course, is one of these 
types. 
Bakhmeteff's concept of the energy principle makes use 
of a term created by him known as "the specific energy of 
flow". It 1s defined as the distance between the channel 
bottom and the energy line. This is graphically illustrated 
in Fig. 7. The total energy of flow, both potential and 
kinetic, or, position head plus velocity head, having as its 
datum the channel bottom, is represented by this term. 
Thus, it is very similar to the common Bernoulli expression 
for total energy, dif~ering only in ths.t the Bernoulli ex-
pression is referenced to an arbitrary horizontal plane 
while Bakhmeteff's expression is referenced to the channel 
bottom which is not necessarily horizontal. 
Expressed by equation, 
21 
2 2 
E = y + ...::L_ = Y+ _j_ {Q/A) ______ ( 6 ) 
2g 2g 
where: E = specific energy 
y = depth of flow 
v = velocity 
r\ 
= volume rate of flow '.:!(, 
If a plot is made of depth of flow, y, versus specific 
energy, E, the curve as shown in Fig. 8 will be obtained. 
22 
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It is known as the "specific energy diagram•, and from it 
one can see that there is a point or depth·of minimum specific 
energy. This depth at which the water flows with a mi~mum 
content of specific energy was defined by Bakhmeteff as the 
•critical depth". The specific energy is increased if the 
depth of flow becomes greater than the critical depth; also, 
if the depth of flow becomes less than the critical depth. 
•obviously, the critical depth, y 0 , and the minimum possible 
energy, Emint constitute definite parameters inherent in the 
flow.•10 
10. Bakhmeteff, Op.c1t., p. 35. 
~ 
Bakhmeteff's concept has been universally accepted and 
today 1s recognized as a necessary prerequisite in the modern 
approach to the solution of open flow problems. •Today a 
knowledge of the fundamentals of specific energy 1s abso-
lutely necessary in coping with the advanced problems of 
open flow.•11 
11. Vennard, Op.c1t., p.254. 
Encouraged and spurred on by the publication of his re-
sults and conclusions, numerous other hydraulic engineers have 
energetically attempted to put to beneficial use the •defi~te 
parameters" ~or open flow measurements. 
Many of those accepting the challenge have tried to 
accomplish this by designing critical-depth meters of one 
• form or another. They have, for the most part, employed 
devices which cause the flow to contract, such as the broad-
crested weir and venturi flu~e, presuming that the contrac-
tion of the flow section causes critical depth to occur at 
some definite point along the flow profile. Their chief 
difficulty has been the indeterminate shif~ing of position 
of this critical point upstream or downstream as the dis-
charge varies. Numerous efforts have been made to control 
the longitudinal position of this point. If that could be 
done, then a single measurement of depth at one established 
section might permit a direct computation of the discharge. 
As yet, though, the success of these error's has not been 
satisfactory.. Consequently, •all measuring devices of this 
type require careful rating before accurate results may be 
expected, because a variable coefficient must be applied to 
the expression for critical flow.•12 
12. H. Rouse, •Discharge Characteristics dr the Free 
Overfall•, Civil Engineering, Vol. 6, No. 4, 
April 1936. 
So we witness once again the old and familiar stumbling 
block, variable coefficients. The hydraulic engineer of 
today must continue to evaluate and apply such coefficients 
even though he has available a new and improved method to 
25 
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he1p him understand the characteristics of open chaone1 f1ow. 
Since, as stated ear11er, the nature o~ these coefticients is 
dependent upon the maD7 different Yariab1es coincident with 
the type of f1ow meter used (in this investigation, the 
we1r) the author thought it both practica1 and beneticia1 to 
attempt to determine the corre1ation, 1f any, which exists 
among some of the more important ones; name1y, Proude's 




In many of the hydraulic engineer's problems it is 
advantageous for him to make use of models. By permitting 
visual observation of the operation of his structure these 
aids enable him to obtain certain numerical data and other 
information; for example, calibrations of weirs, depths of 
flow, velocity distributions, etc. The nature of his 
problem and the predominating forces involTed determine the 
necessity for geometric, kinematic or dynamic similarity be-
tween the model and the prototype. Geometric similarity 
demands that every linear dimension of the model must be a 
fixed ratio of the corresponding dimension of the prototype. 
Considering flows past similar objects, the requirement is 
that the flow pictures be geometrically similar. Kinematic 
similarity requires ratios of corresponding velocities and 
accelerations to be the same throughout the flow. D708mic 
similarity requires, in addition to geometric similarity, 
that the ratios of forces at corresponding points must be 
constant. 
These ratios of forces pertaining to dynamic similarity 
are dimension1ess terms or numbers and certain of them are 
identified and referred to by the names of the engineers who 
first utilized them in similarity studies. An example is 
the Froude number which was named after an English engineer 
of the last centur7 who studied the resistance of ships by 
means of model testa. 
Froude's number is a ratio of inertia forces to gravity 
forces. Expressed dimensionally: 
where: F, = Ma = Pt: LT-2= PC v2 
then: 
hence: Froude No. 
or as it is sometimes written, 
N - y f - v Lg 
_________________________ (?) 
Forces other than those of inertia and gravity which 
may exist in a fluid flow are those of pressure, Tiacosity, 
and surface tension. Fortunate1y, in most engineering 
problems a1l of these forces need not be considered. Some 
of them may not act, they may be of negligible magnitude or 
they may oppose other forces in such a way that the effect 1s 
reduced. "In open channels the flow is highly turbulent, 
with viscous forces having a negligible effect. Gravity 
forces and inertia forces predominate.•lJ 
lJ. Streeter, Fluid Mechanics, McGraw-Hill, 1951. 
Theoretically, then, Froude's number should be a parameter of 
this t7Pe ot tlow. 
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The value of Froude's number 1n similarity problems 
cannot be denied. However, the author found very little 
evidence supporting it as a criterion for analyzing and ex-
plaining open flow characteristics. Hunter Bouse and J. w. 
Howe14 theorized that, when the depth of flow is used as the 
characteristic length in the Froude number, 
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N - V 
f - V YO ------------------------<8) 
critical conditions will correspond to a Froude number or 
unity. 
14. H. Rouse and J. w. Howe, Basic Mechanics of Fluids, 
Wiley, 1953. 
Froude numbers less than unity, then, characterize depths of 
flow greater than the critical depth and Froude numbers 
greeter than unity indicate depths of flow below the critical. 
Flows at depths greater than critical (therefore at 
velocities less than critical) are known as subcritical flows; 
flows at depths less than critical (therefore at velocities 
greater than critical) are known as supercritical flows. 
Thus, we see that these two classes or zones of open channel 
flow, separated by the boundary line of critical depth, are 
identified by the Froude number, also. 
The author was very much impressed by the significance 
of this theory and chose as his first objective a study of 
the crest depth over a wide range of Froude numbers. This 
particular phase of the investigation was of such scope as 
to include both conditions of flow, i.e., subcritical and 
supercrit1cal. It was hoped that, from the data and informa-
tion thus gained, the theory set forth by House and Howe 
would be verified, and the author is pleased to note that it 
was. 
One of the earliest problems to be solved was the method 
of calculating the Froude number. The formula proposed by 
Bouse and Howe, Eq. #8, was theoretically aeriTed for use in 
an open channel, and in their discussion they pointed out 
how it could be used to explain the effect of obstructions 
to the flow. In the experiments of this investigation the 
sharp-crested weir was the obstruction. 
Before it was possible to calculate the Froude number 
it was first necessary to determine the average velocity of 
flow. This computation, in itself, was not difficult, since 
the average velocity could be found simply by dividing the 
volume rate or flow, determined from weight-time measure-
ments, by the cross-sectional area or flow, 
v = -..o;;Q.__ --------------· (9) A 
What was difficult, though, was the decision as to what shape 
flow section actually existed at the weir crest, the control 
point. Though the weir was trapezoidal in form, there was 
considerable doubt in the author's mind as to the correctness 
of the assumption that the tlow section likewise was trape-
zo1dal. 
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A description of the Cipoletti weir was given in the 
introduction o~ this paper, therein stressing the occurence 
of end contractions and the importance of their effect on 
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the rate of flow. It was shown how Cipoletti, in designing 
his weir, allowed ~or this effect by adding enough additional 
area to offset or negate the loss ot area due to the end con-
tractions, thereby insuring a rectangular flow section at 
the crest, or, as stated previously, the flow that would 
occur over a rectangular weir without end contractions. 
Based on this reasoning, the rectangular section seemed the 
logical one to be used in the determination of the velocity 
of flow; however, in an attempt to validate this theory and 
at the same time obtain a comparison of results, calculations 
were made for both sections. 
The critical depth computations of these experiments 
were made for an open channel having the dimensions o~ the 
assumed section at the crest. Since all calculations were 
made both ~or a trapezoidal section and a rectangular section, 
the results of these experintents are identified by the nota-
tion "Hypothetical Trapezoidal Channel• or ~Hypothetical 
Rectangular Channel". Here again it seemed logical to the 
author that depths computed ~or a rectangular channel would 
be more nearly correct. The flow section at the crest after 
contractions is rectangular in form and it maintains this 
shape for a distance front the weir. Although this distance 
is short, 1t is readily recognized, as witnessed in Fig. 15 
and Fig. 17. This method of computing cr1t1oa1 depth for a 
hypothetical channel was one previously employed by Rapp1S. 
15. R. A. Rapp, "Calibration of Weirs By Means of Critical 
Flow and Specific Energy", Thesis, M.s., MSM, 1950. 
A prerequisite to the determination of critical depth 
was the plotting of an M function curve. See Figs. 9 and 10. 
The M function is another term initiated by Bakhmeteff and 
defined as,l6 
M = A vA/b ____________ (IQ) 
where: M = M function 
A a cross sectional area of flow 
b = width at water surface 
~6. Bakhmeteff, Op.cit., p. )6. 
The curve is obtained by p~otting the M function as the 
ordinate and the depth of flow as the abscissa (this has been 
done on ~og-~og graph paper in order to obtain a straight 
line). 
For each rate of f~ow there is a critics~ M function 
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The value of y corresponding to the value of M0 on the M 
function curve is y 0 , the critical depth. This is the manner 
in which the critical depths as recorded in the experiments 
were obtained. 
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The experiments of this first phase of the investiga-
tion are subdivided into two different groups. In 
Experiments I through VI, the slope of the channel was kept 
constant (0) while the rate of flow was varied; in Experi-
ments #VII through #X, a constant rate of flow was main-
tained while the slope was varied. As shown in the data 
sheets, the values for •Q• ranged from a minimum of 0.027 cfs. 
to a maximum of 0.354 cfs. and the slope was varied from 
o.o% to s.o%. 
In order to obtain the desired slopes, the inlet end of 
the flume was elevated to the required height by means of the 
two screw jacks shown in Fig. 11. This elevation was con-
trolled by means of a Dumpy level and rod. Transverse 
leveling of the flume was accomplished with the aid of a 
standard carpenter's level. 
Weight, time and temperature measurements were made in 
order to calculate the rate of flow. The discharge over 
the weir was caught in a weighing tank resting on a plat-
form scale. See Fig. 12. The time required to collect a 
given amount was measured with a stop watch. A thermometer 
hung from a brace across the top of the flume, shown in 
Fig. 13, recorded the temperature ot the water during the 
experiment. Using this temperature, the corresponding 
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value o~ the speci~ic weight was taken ~rom a standard table. 
By dividing the weight o~ water collected by the product of 
its speci~1c weight and time o~ collection, the discharge was 
computed. That is, 
Q = 
--------------------------<12) 
In addition, measurements o~ H, the head on the weir 
as measured upstream in the tranquil region prior to the 
surface draw-down, and y, the depth of flow at the crest, 
were recorded ~or each run. •H• was determined by means of 
the hook gage shown 1n Fig. 14 and •y• by the gage shown in 
Fig. 12 and 15. It might be noted here that the •y• measure-
ments were the most difficult of all the measurements taken. 
At certain rates o~ flow the turbulence at this point was of 
such consequence that the true surface prot11e was not 
clearly defined, thereby making it difficult to obtain an 
accurate reading. Since these readings were used in compu-
tations for cross-sectional area o~ ~low, velocity and Proude 
number, inaccuracies introduced here could a~fect the accu-
racy of these computations. Consequently, this was the 
greatest source o~ error the author had to contend with. 
Having recorded these necessary measurements, it was 
then possible to calculate the values ot the other terms 
listed in the data sheets. 
Brie~ly summarizing computational procedure: 









Froude number by: 
N = V 
f vY9 
_________________________ (8) 
Critical M-function by: 
M =~0~ (II) 
c v~ ------------------------------
critical depth by: 
M-function curve,Figs. 9 and 10 
(y0 = value of y corresponding to M0 ) 
The second phase of this investigation was devoted to a 
study of the effect of the H/P ratio on the critical depth, 
crest depth and Froude number. (•p• is the height of the 
weir crest above the channel bottom. See Fig. L) This 
work was integrated with that of the first phase. 
In order to permit a wide range of H/P values, four 
different weir plates were constructed with •p• dimensions 
of 1, 2, 3, and 4 inches. Through use or these tour plates 
H/P values were obtained varying from a mi~mum of 0.388 
to a maximum or 6.20, thus affording an adequate range of 
values for an investigation of this function. 
The third and final phase of this investigation was 
conducted for the purpose of determining the correlation or 
relationship ot critical depth to weir thickness. It is 
universall7 acknowledged tbat critical depth may or may not 
occur at the crest o~ a sharp-crested weir, but it always 
·occurs in ~low over a broad-crested weir. It might be said 
that this occurence o~ critical depth is the basis tor the 
de~inition of the broad-crested weir. It is o~ su~~icient 
thickness to support the ~low in a longitudinal direction 
tor the distance requiring critical depth to occur. 
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Thus is raised the question o~ just what thickness is 
required. The object of this phase, then, was to establish 
the •line o~ demarcation".between the two types; or, in other 
words, at what thickness, relative to critical depth, does 
a sharp-crested weir become a broad-crested weir? 
As a means of providing different degrees o~ thickness, 
several additional weir plates were constructed ~rom sheets 
o~ .masonite. These were placed behind and drawn tightly 
up against the original brass plate (See Fig. 16), being 
added singly and in pairs to produce the thickness desired 
~or each run. When in place, the edges of these plates were 
covered with a smooth coating of wax. 
A series of 15 runs were made in which the thickness 
was varied from 0.016 feet to 0.104 feet. Also, at each 
thickness measurements were made ~or three di~ferent flow 
rates. This data is given in Experiment #XI. 
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CONSTRUCTION OF FLUME AND WEIRS 
The flume used in the experiments of th1s investigation 
was constructed from l/16" aluminum alloy sheeting. By 
means of a press a sheet of this metal 12 feet long was bent 
so as to form the sides and bottom, each having a dimension 
of one foot. By bending the metal to form the shape of the 
flume, seam leaks were positively prevented. 
To the ends of the flume were bolted flanges fashioned 
from aluminum angles. See Fig. 17. The inlet end was 
closed by bolting an aluminum plate to the flange, fitting 
it snugly against soft gasketing material in order to pre-
serve water-tightness. See Fig. 11. Similar gasketing 
material was permanently placed at the discharge end also, 
so that when the weir plates were bolted to the flanges there 
would be no leakage. 
The flume was strengthened by placing supports across 
the top. These supports were made from aluminum angles and 
were fastened to the sides. See Fig. 13. 
For stilling devices, four sets of alternating hori-
zontal and vertical baffles, constructed of wood, were 
placed in the upstream-half of the flume. See Fig. 13. 
The weir plates used were manufactured from l/8" brass 
sheets. Notches having the prescribed dimensions were cut 
out and their sides and bottoms filed to a sharp edge. 
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RESULTS 
As a result of this study the author is convinced that 
the theory proposed by Rouse and Howe 1s sound. Froude's 
number was shown to be a definite parameter of open-channel 
flow. 
An examination of the data sheets for Experiments #I 
through #VI discloses this fact. There it is seen that 
with increasing discharge rates, there was a corresponding 
increase in the Froude numbers. By comparing the Froude 
numbers with respective ratios of crest depth to critical 
depth, Y/Yc, it is noted, also, that when the depth of flow 
was greater than the critical, the Froude number was less 
than unity, and when the depth of flow was less than the 
critical, the Froude number was greater than unity. A Y/Yc 
value of unity, indicating flow at critical depth, is seen 
to correspond to a Froude number of unity. 
To better illustrate the relationship between Froude 
number and the ratio of crest depth to critical depth, a 
Plot was made of Nf versus Y/Y0 , resulting in the curve 
shown in Fig. 19. The upper and lower extremities are 
straight lines deviating little, if any, from the vertical, 
and are connected in the center by a curved line. This 
curved portion of the graph is described as a transition 
zone, having as its lower limit a Froude number of about 
0.65, and as its upper limit a Froude number of about l.oo. 
Up to a Froude number of o.6S, Y/Y0 remains relatively 
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constant at 1.17; from Nf = 0.65 to Nf = l.oo, Y/Y
0 
varies 
continually; and above Nf = 1.00, Y/Y0 is again relatively 
constant, at 0.99. 
It is easily seen how this information could be very 
useful in formulating a weir flow equation. If a similar 
graph were prepared, based on a great many experiments in 
order to give it the desired accuracy, the discharge of a 
weir could be determined simply from depth and velocity 
measurements, and, even more important, without the use of 
empirically determined variable coefficients. Knowing the 
Froude number, as a result of these two measurements, the 
corresponding Y/Yc ratio could be obtained from the graph, 
and, using this information in an equation based on critical 
depth18 , 
a = b vT v~· 5 ___________ (t3) 
the discharge could be calculated. 
18. Ibid. 
To illustrate, an example solution follows, using the 
graph of Fig. 19 and data from Experiment #I, Run #2. 
650 Y/y 1 17 y then, equals o.B55Y. For Nr = o. , 0 = • • o 
Substituting into Eq. #13, 
Q = .167(32.2)0•5(.855 y) 1 • 5 
since Y = .223' 
Q = .167(5.67) (.855 X .223)1 • 5 
Q = o.o?BB ofs 
so 
The value of Q listed in the data sheet for this run is 
o.oao cfs. 
Consider similar checks on: 
Experiment #I, Hun #1 
for Nf = .356, Y/Y0 = 1.17 
Yc = .855Y = .855 X .109 
Q = (.167) (5.67) (.855 X .109)1•5 = 0.02? CfS 
Measured Q = 0.027 cfs 
Experiment ~II, Run #1 
~or Nf = 1.03, Y/Y0 = .994 
Y0 = 1.006 Y = 1.006 X .492 = .495' 
Q = .167 (5.67) (.495)1 ·5 = o.JJO cfs 
Measured Q = 0.331 cfs 
Experiment #III, Run #3 
for Nf = o.87S, Y/Y0 = 1.04 
Yc = .962 Y = .962 X .394 = 
Q = .167 (5.67) (~379)1 • 5 = 
Measured Q = 0.220 cfs 
Experiment #VI, Run #5 
~or N~ = 1.0, Y/Y0 = 1.0 
y = y = .458' c 
.379' 
0.221 cfs 
Q = .167 (5.67) (.458)1 •5 = 0.2935 cfs 
Measured Q = 0.292 cfs 
Experiment #VI, Run #6 
for Nr = 1.08, Y/Y0 = 0.99 
Yc = 1.01 Y = 1.01 ~ .499 = 
4)1.5 Q = .167 (5.67) (.50 = 




These checks have been made at random, but intentionally 
covering all three conditions of flow, i.e., sub-critical, 
critical and super-critical. Thus 1s seen the potentialities 
of the method herein proposed for calculating the discharge 
over a sharp-crested weir. 
It will be noticed that the experiments referred to thus 
far in this discussion are those in which the calculations 
have been based upon a hypothetical rectangular channel. 
The previously mentioned results and correlations show this 
assumption to be a legitimate one. 
Comparable calculations were made for each experiment 
based upon a hypothetical trapezoidal channel. These are 
exhibited as Experiments #I-A through VI-A. The good corre-
lation of results obtained in Experiments #I through VI is 
not to be found here, but they are enclosed for the sake of 
comparison. A graph of Nf versus Y/Yc has been produced 
from these experiments, also, and 1s shown in Fig. 20 for 
comparison with Fig. 19. 
Experiments #I through VI also contain the data for a 
study of the effects of the H/P ratio. Examining them, it 
1s seen that, regardless of the H/P ratio, the Froude 
number criterion holds true. In present weir flow equations 
the H/P ratio derives its importance from 1ts effect on the 
coefficients. If, as proposed, such coefficients are not 




Experiments #VII through X, in which the discharge was 
kept constant while the slope of the flume was varied, pro-
vided further support for Froude's number as a criterion of 
flow over weirs. Good correlations for Froude number, crest 
depth and critical depth were obtained, and the Froude number 
continued to accurately define the flow as sub-critical, 
critical, or super-critical. Also, it is indicated in these 
results that increasing the slope increases the Froude number. 
Here, too, these results are based on a hypothetical rectang-
ular channel. The results of calculations based on a hypo-
thetical trapezoidal channel, submitted for comparison, are 
contained in Experiments #VII-A through X-A. 
The data and results of the third phase of this in-
vestigation are shown in Experiment #XI. These results are 
best explained graphically, by means of a graph of Froude 
number versus weir thickness, which has been done in Fig. 21. 
The three curves shown, each a straight line, represent three 
different flow rates. From the graph it is seen that these 
curv~s c~nverge and the point at which they meet has a 
Froude number value of 1.0. The corresponding value of 
weir thickness for this point is 0.101 ft. Since critical 
depth occurs at a Froude number of unity, it is concluded 
that, regardless of the rate of flow, critical depth will 
occur at a weir thickness of 0.101 ft. This conclusion, 
of course, is for a specific weir, the one used in these 
experiments. 
Also, from a study of the graph, it is noted that as 
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the discharge rate was increased, the slope of the curve 
decreased. Logically, then, critical depth will occur over 
a sharp-crested weir if the flow rate is great enough. 
The author realizes that this phase of work was of such 
limited scope that generalized conclusions could not be de-
rived from it. Such an investigation should include dif-
ferent types as well as different sizes of weirs. 
Throughout this entire investigation all runs were 
closely observed in an effort to recognize some of the 
physical phenomena theoretically associated with the dif-
ferent flows studied·. End contractions, bottom contraction 
and surface draw-down were quite clearly distinguished. The 
clean, definite break of the nappe of the sharp-crested weir 
from the weir crest was easily seen also, as opposed to the 
clinging nappe of the broad-crested weir. 
Hunter Rouse, in a technical artiole19, stated that 
for a sharp-crested weir the critical section, or section of 
minimum energy, lies at that point of the free nappe at which 
the lower surface has attained its maximum elevation. 
19. H. House, Op.cit., p. 257 
This was also observed in this investigation and it was seen 
that this point moved toward the weir crest as the Froude 
number approached unity: 
Another obserYation made in regard to the location of the 
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point of critical depth was based on the celerity of an 
elementary gravity wave. The equation used to find this 
celerity is 
----------------------~<14) c = v yg 
where: c = celerity 
g = gravitational acceleration 
y = depth of flow 
.Comparing this equation with Eq. #8, used to calculate the 
Froude number, it is seen that the Froude number indicates 
the ratio of the actual velocity of flow to the celerity of 
an elementary wave; or, 
Nf = V 
v""YT = __.v_ ----------<a> c 
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An examination of this equation reveals that Froude 
numbers less than unity correspond to flows at velocities less 
than· the elementary wave celerity, and Proude numbers great-
er than unity correspond to flows at velocities greater than 
the elementary wave celerity. Consequently, •only if the 
Froude number is less than unity can a small (elementary) 
wave travel upstream•.20 
20. Rouse, Elementary Mechanics of Fluids, Wiley, 1948. 
Such a check was made and found to be true. 
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. The Froude number criterion for weir flow was shown 
to be sound and accurate by experimental verification of the 
theoretical correlation of Froude number and critical depth. 
It was proved that sub-critical, critical and super-critical 
flows are correctly identified by the Froude number. 
2. In order to accurately determine the Froude number, 
the actual flow section at the weir crest must be known. 
Because of end contractions, it does not have the same 
dimensions as the weir opening. For the Cipoletti weir, it 
is the product of the length of the crest and the crest 
depth, i.e., A= by. Thus, it is seen that the geometric 
shape of the actual flow section, as well as the dimensions, 
may differ from the weir opening due to the contractions. 
3. The assumption of a hypothetical channel for the 
computation of critical depth was shown to be a legitimate 
one. Here, too, it is necessary to allow for the effects 
of end contractions. 
4. The H/P ratio in no way affected the Froude number 
as a parameter of open channel flow. 
5. A graph of Nf versus Y/Y0 indicated the possibility 
of a better weir flow equation, one derived on the basis of 
critical depth and capable of giving accurate results with-
out the use of variable coefficients. Through use of 
Eq. #13 and Fig. 19, this method ot calculating the discharge 
was tested and found to be accurate. 
6. The accuracy of Eq. #13 is dependent upon the 
accuracy of the graph in Fig. 19. The author therefore 
recommends that the study of the correlation of Nf and 
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Y/Y0 be continued and broadened. From such an investigation, 
if of sufficient scope and precision, a complete and accurate 
graph could be prepared, thus making possible accurate re-
sults from Eq. #13 for any weir, without the need for prior 
calibration or the use of experimentally determined co-
efficients. 
?. The author realizes that, although the results and 
correlations obtained by this investigation substantiate 
the conclusions reached, additional research is needed to 
verify and more fully explain them. Consequently, it is 
recommended that this investigation be continued for other 





EXPERIMENT #I Date: 6/29/56 
Water Temp.: 24°C 
b = 2"=0.167' H0 = 0.57" Sp.Wt.: 62.26 
p = 1"=0.083' Y0 = 1.037' 
RUN WT. TIME Q SLOPE v Nr H H/li y y Y/Yc 
# lbs. sec. crs % ft/sec rt. f~. 
.158• .1;1 
1 300 110.2 .o44 0 1.?6 .638 1.89" 1.89 1.188 .130 1.16 
2.46" 
.22) .223 
2 300 6o.o .oao 0 2.16 .650 2.67 2.6? 1.260 .191 1.17 
3.24 
.256 .251 
3 300 48.0 .100 0 2.38 .?00 3.0? 3.07 1.288 .22.3 1.13 
3.64 
.343 .327 
4 300 29.8 .162 0 2.95 .826 4.11 4.11 1.364 • .310 1.05 
4.68 
.440 .431 
5 300 18.4 .262 0 3.64 .955 5.28 5.28 1.468 .425 1.01 5.85 
.517 .565 
6 300 13.6 .354 0 4.21 1.090 6.20 6.20 1.542 .515 .981 
6. 
{Hypothetical Rectangular Channel) 
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EXPERIMENT #II Date: 7/2/56 
Water Temp.: 25°C 
b = 2"=0.167' H0 = ).7)" Sp.Wt.: 62.24 
p = 4"=0.333' Y0 = 1.291' 
RUN WT. '!IME Q SLOPE v Nr H H/P y y Y/Y0 # lbs. sec. cfs % ft/sec ft. r~. 
.113• .109 
1 400 241.6 .027 0 1.50 .)56 1.35" .J88 1.400 .093 1.17 
5.08" 
.147 .144 
2 400 158.8 .041 0 1.71 .629 1.76 .440 1.435 .123 1.17 5.46 
.2o5 .2 8 
3 400 90.0 .0?1 0 2.06 .642 2.50 .625 1.496 .173 1.18 
6.23 
4 400 48.6 .132 0 2.87 .930 
.283 .275 
3.39 .848 1 • .566 .270 1.02 
7.12 




31.6 .203 0 3.22 .850 4.66 1.166 1.670 .355 1.07 
8.3~ 
.4 5 .473 
7 400 21.0 .306 0 ).8? .984 5.82 1.455 1.764 .470 1.01 
9 • .5 
(Hypothetical Rectangular Channel) 
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EXPERIMENT #III Date: 7/9/56 
Water Temp.: 25°C 
b = 2"=0.167' H0 = .3.7.3• Sp.Wt.: 62.24 
p = 4"=0 • .333' Y0 = 1 • .319' 
ibN W'T. TIME Q SLOPE v Nr H -- H/P y Yc Y/Y0 fl lbs. sec. cts % tt/sec tt. tt. 
.368' .492 
l 400 19.4 • .3.31 0 4.04 1.03 6.10" 1.5.3 1.811 .495 .994 
2·8#'' 
.435 .4 5 
2 400 24.8 .259 0 3.ss .899 5.34 1.34 1.?54 .425 1.02 
2·2t 
.394 
·"' 5 3 400 29.2 .220 0 3.33 .875 4.86 1.22 1.713 .380 1.04 
8 .• ~6 ":~9~. • j 
4 400 49.2 .131 0 2.62 .?18 3.64 .91 1.616 .255 1.16 
:Z·~7 
.198 • oi 
5 400 95.6 .067 0 2.03 .646 2.41 .603 1.517 .171 1.16 6.14 
.158 
.47) .151 6 400 145.4 .044 0 1.?6 .638 1.89 1.470 .129 1.17 
.62 
(Hypothetical Rectangular Channel} 
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EXPERIMENT #IV Date: 7/10/56 
Water Temp.: 26°C 
b :s 2"=0.167' H0 = 2.53" Sp.Wt.: 62.23 
p = 3"•0.250' Y0 • 1.231' 
lUI W'!. TIME Q SLOPE v Nr H H/P ·y - y Y/Yc I lba. sec. era % tt/sec tt. r!. 
.131' .1~ 
1 400 159.6 .040 0 1.67 .607 1.81" .603 1.374 .120 1.19 
4.34" 
.2os .197 2 400 95.6 .067 0 2.04 .656 2.50 .833 1.428 .170 1.16 
2·03 
- •. 2,6 .242 
400 75.2 .oa5 0 2.21 .659 2.91 .970 1.461 .200 1.15 
2·44 
.2S6 .jot 
4 400 5o.a .127 0 2.66 .?69 ).61 1.203 1.517 .26) 1.09 
6.14 
.:;so .j64 
s 400 33.6 .191 0 3.14 .841 4.56 1.520 1.595 .)45 1.06 
?.~ 
.4!j 
·"' 9 6 400 2?.0 .238 0 3.45 .895 5.15 1.?16 1.644 .398 1.04 
z.68 
:\88 .3oj 
7 400 20.0 .321 0 3.94 .988 6.04 2.013 1.719 .490 ·996 
8:~~7 .so'S 
·996 8 400 18.6 .346 0 4.08 1.018 6.32 2.107 1.739 .510 
8.8 
(Hypothetical Rectangular Channel) 
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EXPERIMENT #V Date: 7/11/56 
Water Temp.: 25.5°c 
b • 2"=0.16?' H0 = 1.59• Sp.Wt.: 62.24 
p = 2"•0.16?' Y0 • 1.161' 
Rthf w. TIME Q sLOPE v Nr g· H/P I I Y/Y0 I 1bs. • sec. ots % tt/aeo tt • t~. 
.2141 
- .!99 
1 400 95.6 .067 0 2.0:3 .64:3 2.5?" 1.28 1.:360 .172 1.16 
4.16" 
.261 .246 
2 400 65.2 .099 0 2.42 .740 j.1j 1.;6 1.407 .218 1.13 
4.?2 
.-,ots • 1 .... • 284 
3 400 50.4 .128 0 2.72 .810 :3.60 1.80 1.44.5 .267 1.06 
2·19 .~o .4oe 
4 400 2?.2 .236 0 3.47 .916 5.16 2.58 1.-569 .397 1.03 
6.7~. 
.4 7 .477 
s 400 20.6 .312 0 3.90 .990 5.96 2.98 1.638 .4?5 1.00 
:z.s~ 
.so6 .5 0 
6 400 18.2 .353 0 4.15 1.057 6.36 ).18 1.667 • .510 .99 
7.9 
(HT.Pothet1cal Rectangular Channel) 
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EXPERIMENT #VI Date: 7/13/56 
Water Temp: 25.5°C 
b = 2"=0.167' H0 = 0.56" Sp.Wt.: 62.24 
p = 1"•0.08:3' Y0 = 1.076• 
RUB W'l'. TIME Q SLOPE v N:r H H/P y ... y Y/Yc I 1bs. aec. c:rs % :f't/sec tt. :r~. 
.221' .212 
l 400 8).6 .0?7 0 2.20 .709 2.65'' 2.65 1.288 .191 1.11 
3.21" 
.2?1 .252 
2 400 62.5 .103 0 2.45 .740 3.25 3.25 1.328 .228 1.10 
~.81 
.:;22 .Jj? 
400 4o.o .161 0 2.98 .856 4.04 4.04 1.398 .305 1.06 
4.60 
.392 .374 
4 400 :31.2 .206 0 3.32 .915 4.70 4.70 1.450 .)60 1.04 
2·26 
.Ji:38 .472 
5 400 22.0 .292 0 3.84 1.oo 5.66 5.66 1.534 .458 1.00 
6.22 
.516 .499 
6 400 18.6 .)46 0 4.1? 1.08 6.19 6.19 1.575 .sos .99 
6. 
(Hypothetical Rectangular Channel) 
6? 
EXPERIMENT #VII Date: 6/29/56 
Water Temp.: 24°c 
b = 2"=0.167' H = 0.57" 0 Sp.Wt.: 62.26 
p = 1"=0.083' Y0 = 1.037' 
RUN WT. TIME Q, stoPE v Nr H H/P y y Y/Y0 # 1bs. sec. cfs % tt/sec ft. r€. 
.237' .494 
1 300 13.8 .352 4 4.29 1.16 2.84• 2.84 1.531 .515 .959 
3.41" 
.soo .312 
2 300 13.6 .3.52 4.19 1.09 3.74 3.74 1.537 .515 .971 
4.31 
.385 .564 
300 13.8 .352 2 4.19 1.08 4.62 4.62 1.541 .515 ·919 
5.1~ 
.4 6 .5o6 
4 300 13.6 .352 1 4.14 1.05 5.35 5.35 1.543 .515 .983 
5. 2 
(13.7) 
{Hypothetical Rectangular Channel) 
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EXPERIMENT #VIII Date: 7/2/56 
Water Temp.: 25.5°C 
b = 2"=0.167' H0 = .3.73" sp.wt.: 62.24 
p = 4 ... 0.333' Y0 = 1.291' 
RUN WT. TIME Q SLOPE v Nr H H/P y y Y/Y0 # lbs. sec. cfs % ft/sec ft. r~. 
.353' .416 
l 400 26.4 .243 l 3.52 .925 4.24" 1.06 1.707 .402 1.03 
1·2~" 
.413 .2 5 
2 400 26.6 .243 2 3.52 .932 3.42 .ass 1.?04 .402 1.03 
Z·l2 
.412 .223 
3 400 26.6 .243 3.52 .934 2.68 .6?0 1.703 .402 1.02 
6.14 
.135 .468 
4 400 26.4 .243 4 3 • .5? .9?0 1.86 .465 1.699 .402 1.01 
2·22 
.09l - .406 
5 400 26.6 .243 5 3.5? .975 1.09 .273 1.697 .402 1.01 4.82 
(26.5) 
(Hypothetical Rectangular Channel) 
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EXPERIMENT #IX Date: ?/J/56 0 Water Temp.: 26 C 
b = 2"=0.167' Ho = ).?)" Sp.Wt.: 62.23 
p = 4"=0.333' Y0 = 1.291' 
ituR QT. !!M! Q SLOPE v Rt R H/:P y y Y/Y0 II lbs. sec. cfs % ft/sec tt. r~. 
- .63"7' .490 
1 400 18.8 .))8 8 4.12 1.08 -0.44• -.110 1.?81 .soo .980 
3.2~" 
.486 + .o 9 
2 400 18.8 .338 7 4.17 1.11 +0.47 +.118 1.7?7 .soo .972 
4.20 
.099 .484 
3 400 19.0 .338 6 4.17 1.12 1.19 .298 1.775 .soo .968 
4.t2 
.489 • 86 
4 400 19.0 .338 5 4.12 1.08 2.16 .540 1.780 .soo .978 
2·82 
.488 .236 
s 400 19.0 .338 4 4.17 1.11 2.83 .?08 1.7?9 .soo .9?6 
6.~6 
.488 • l? 
6 400 19.0 .338 3 4.17 1.11 3.80 .9.50 1.??9 .soo .9?6 
'l· 3 
(19.0) 
(Hypothetical Rectangular Channel) 
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EXPERIMENT #X Date: ?/lJ/56 
Water Temp.:25.5°C 
b = 2"=0.167' H0 = 1.59" Sp.Wt.: 62.24 
p = 2·=0.167' Y0 = 1.161' 
iiUR W'l'. 'i'fME Q SLOPE v Nf H H/P y Yc Y/Yc 
# lbs. sec. cfs % ft/sec ft. ft. 
.186 1 .566 
1 400 18.2 .351 5 4.21 1.10 2.24• 1.12 1.661 .510 .980 
3.8:3• 
.266 .sou 
2 400 18.2 .:351 4 4.21 1.10 :3.12 1.56 1.661 .510 .980 
4.~1 
• 22 .;oo 
400 18.4 .351 4.21 1.10 :3.86 1.9:3 1.661 .510 .980 
2·4~ 
.3 a .562 
4 400 18.4 .:351 2 4.20 1.09 4.66 2.:3:3 1.66) .510 .984 
6.2~ 
.502 .4 2 
5 400 18.6 .)51 1 4.20 1.09 5.42 2.71 1.663 .510 .984 ?.01 
.519 .5o2 
6 400 18.2 .351 0 4.20 1.09 6.2) ).12 1.66) .510 .984 
.82 
(18.3) 
(Hypothetical Rectangular Channel) 
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EXPERIMENT #I-A Date: 6/29/56 
Water Temp.: 24°C 
b = 2"=0.167' H0 = 0.57" Sp.Wt.: 62.26 
p = 1"=0.083' Y0 = 1.037' 
RUN WT. TIME Q, SLOliE v Nr H H/P y Yc Y/Yc 
# lbs. sec. cfs % ft/sec ft. ft. 
.158' - .'151 
1 300 110.2 .o44 0 1.42 .416 1.89" 1.89 1.188 .125 1.21 
2.46" 
.2~) .223 
2 300 6o.o .o8o 0 1.60 .)56 2.6? 2.6? 1.260 .17? 1.26 
3.24 
.256 .251 
3 300 48.0 .100 0 1.72 .)66 3.07 3.07 1.288 .200 1.255 
:2.64 
.343 .327 
4 300 29.8 .162 0 2.00 .;so 4.11 4.11 1.364 .270 1.21 
4.68 
.440 .431 
5 300 18.4 .262 0 2.22 .355 5.28 .5.28 1.468 .J60 1.20 
2·8.5 
.517 - .565 
6 300 13.6 .3.54 0 2.39 .351 6.20 6.20 1.542 .425 1.19 
6.?7 
(Hypothetical Trapezo1da1 Channel) 
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EXPERIMENT II-A Date: 7/2/56 
Water Temp.: 25°C 
b = 2"=0.167' Ho = 3.?3• sp. wt.: 62.24 
p = 4"=0.333' Y0 = 1.291' 
RUN WT. TtME Q SLOPE v Nr H H/P y y Y/Y0 # lbs. sec. cfs % ft/sec ft. r~. 
.1!)' .!~9 
1 400 241.6 .027 0 1.29 .473 1.35" .388 1.400 .092 1.18 
5.08" 
.147 .144 Lad 
2 400 158.8 .041 0 1.41 .429 1.?6 .440 1.435 .119 1.21 
.5.4~ 
.2 8 .205 
3 400 90.0 .071 0 1.58 .379 2.50 .625 1.496 .165 1.24 
6.23 
.283 .2?5 
4 400 48.6 .132 0 2.03 .465 3.39 .848 1.566 .240 1.15 
z.12 
·''9 .:!29 5 400 40.4 .159 0 1.94 .355 4.07 1.018 1.620 .268 1.23 
z.8o 
.388 1 .. rt:ill .379 
6 400 31.6 .203 0 2.05 .344 4.66 1.166 1.670 .310 1.22 
8.3~ 
.4 5 .413 
7 400 21.0 .306 0 2.2? .338 5.82 1.455 1.?64 .399 1.19 
9. 5 
(Hypothetical Trapez91dal Channel) 
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EXPERIMENT #III-A Date: ?/9/56 
Water Temp.: 25°C 
b = 2"=0.16?' Ho = 3.?3n Sp. Wt.: 62.24 
p = 4"=0.333' Y0 = 1.319' 
RUN WT. TIME Q stoPE v Nr H H/P y y:- Y/Y0 # 1bs. sec. cfs % tt/sec ft. r~. 
.568' .49~ 
1 400 19.4 .331 0 2.31 .337 6.10" 1.53 1.811 .415 1.19 
9.83" 
.• 445 .435 
2 400 24.8 .259 0 2.16 .333 ;.)4 1.34 1.?54 .360 1.21 
2·07 
.465 .391t 
400 29.2 .220 0 2.10 .348 4.86 1.22 1.713 .330 1.19 
8.5~ 
.3 3 .29? 
4 400 49.2 .131 0 1.82 .346 ;.64 .91 1.616 .238 1.25 
?.J? 
.198 .261 
5 400 95.6 .067 0 1.56 .381 2.41 .603 1.517 .160 1.24 
6.14 
.158 .I5! 
6 400 145.4 .o44 0 1.42 .416 1.89 .473 1.4?0 .125 1.21 
5.62 
(Hypothetical Trapezoidal Channel) 
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EXPERIMENT #IV-A Date: 7/10/56 
b =r 2·=0.167' 
Water Temp.: 26°c 
H0 = 2.!53" Sp. Wt.: 62.23 
p = 3"=0.250' Y0 = 1.231' 
luH Wt. TIME Q SLOPE v Rr H HJ' y y Y/Y0 # 1bs. sec. cts % tt(seo ft. r~. 
.131' .143 -
1 400 159.6 .040 0 1.38 ;468 1.81" .60) 1.3?4 .117 1.22 
4.)4• 
.2W .197 
2 400 95.6 .067 0 1.57 .388 2 .• 50 .833 1.428 .160 1.23 
2·0t-.c~ .230 
3 400 ?5.2 .oas 0 1.65 .367 2.91 .970 1.461 .184 1.2.5 
2·44 .~86 .:;o:r 
4 400 so.a .127 0 1.86 .)76 3.61 
6.14 
1.203 1.517 .234 1.22 
.3Bo .-,6li 
5 400 33.6 .191 0 2.03 .352 4.56 1 • .520 '1 • .595 .300 1.21 
?.~ 
.413 .q. 9 
6 400 27.0 .238 0 2.13 .341 5.15 1.716 1.644 .340 1.21 
z.6a 
.488 .5o3 
7 400 20.0 .)21 0 2.28 .331 6.04 2.013 1.719 .400 1.22 s.~z 
.568 • 27 
8 400 18.6 .346 0 2.)2 .)29 6.32 2.107 1.?39 .425 1.20 s.a 
(Hypothetical Trapezoidal Channel) 
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EXPERIMENT #V-A Date: 7/11/56 
Water Temp.: 25 • .5°c 
b • 2"=0.167' H0 = 1.59" sp. wt.: 62.24 
p = 2·=0.167' Y0 • 1.161' 
kUk Wf. '!XME SLOPE H/P ... Y/Y0 Q v Nr H y y It 1bs. sec. eta % ft/sec rt. :r~. 
.214' .199 
nq 
1 400 95.6 .067 0 1 • .56 .379 2.5?" 1.28 1.360 .160 1.24 
4.16• 
.261 .246 
2 400 65.2 .099 0 1.7? .39.5 3.13 1.;6 1.40? .200 1.23 
4.z2 
.284 .:;oo 
400 50.4 .128 0 1.88 .;86 ;.60 1.80 1.445 .238 1.19 
2·~ 
.q. 0 .4o8 
4 400 2?.2 .2;6 0 2.15 .352 5~16 2.58 1.569 .;4o 1.20 
6.~5 
.4?7 ... • 97 
.400 5 400 20.6 .;12 0 2.29 .;41 .5 .• 96 2.98 1.6;8 1.19 
Z·i2 
.5o6 • 30 
6 400 18.2 .;s; 0 2.3? .345 6.36 3.18 1.66? .425 1.19 
(Hypothetical Trapezoidal Channel) 
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EXPERIMENT #VI-A Date: ?/13/56 0 Water Temp.: 25.5 C 
b = 2"=0.167' Ho = o.56" sp. wt.: 62.24 
p = 1·=0.083' Yo = 1.0?6' 
Rtik W'!. TIME Q SLOPE v Nr H H/P y y Y/Yc , lbs. sec. cfs % ft/sec ft. f~. 
.221 1 .212 
1 400 83.6 .0?7 0 1.64 ·394 2.65• 2.65 1.288 .177 1.20 )..21" 
.271 .252 
2 400 62.5 .103 0 1.?8 .391 3.25 3.25 1.328 .205 1.23 
3.81 
.337 .322 
400 40.0 .161 0 2.01 .390 4.04 4.04 
4.60 
1.398 .268 1.20 
.392 .3?4 
4 400 31.2 .206 0 2.10 .356 4.70 4.74 1.450 .310 1.21 
.2·26 
.472 .458 
5 400 22.0 .292 0 2.26 .346 5 .• 66 5.66 1 • .534 .383 1.20 6.22 
.516 .499 
6 400 18.6 .346 0 2.37 .3.50 6.19 6.19 1 • .57.5 .42.5 1.17 
6. 
(Hypothetical Trapezoidal Channel) 
EXPERIMENT #VII-A Date: 6/29/56 
Water Temp.: 24°c 
b = 2·=0.167' H0 = 0.57" sp. wt.: 62.26 
P =- 1•-o.os;• Y0 = 1.037' 
llJI 
"'· 
TtME Q SLOPE v Rr H H/P y Yo Y/Yc I lba. aec. cfa % ft/sec tt. ft. 
.237' .49Ii' 
1 300 13.8 .352 4 2.44 .374 2.84" 2.84 1.531 .425 1.16 
2·41• 
.312 .5oo 
2 300 13.6 .352 2.41 .361 ).74 3.74 1 • .537 .42.5 1.18 
4.~1 
• 85 .50~ 
300 1).8 .)52 2 2.)8 .J49 4.62 4.62 1.541 .425 1.19 
2·ki 
• 6 .506 
4 300 13.6 .)52 1 2.36 .342 5.35 5.35 1.543 .425 1.19 
2 
(13.?) 
(Hypothetical Trapezoidal Channel) 
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EXPERIMENT #VIII-A Date: 7/2/56 
b = 2"=0.16?' 
Water Temp.: 25.5°C 
H0 = 3.73• sp. wt.: 62.24 
p = 4"=0.333' Y0 = 1.291' 
iUk W'l'. TIME Q SLOPE v Nr H RIP y y Y/Y0 II 1bs. sec. era ~ ft/sec tt. r~. 
.:353' .4'lli 
1 400 26.4 .243 1 2.15 .345 4.24• 1.06 1.707 .345 1.21 
Z·~?· 
.413 • 85 
2 400 26.6 .243 2 2.1? .354 3.42 .ass 1.704 .345 1.20 
z.1~ 
.412 .2 3 
400 26.6 .243 3 2.19 .362 2.68 .670 1.70:3 .345 1.19 
6.14 
.155 .468 
4 400 26.4 .243 4 2.92 .649 1.86 .465 1.699 .:345 1.18 
2·22 
.4o6 .09l 
400 26.6 .243 s 2.96 .6?0 1.09 .2?3 1.697 .345 1.17 
4.82 
(26.5) 
(Hypothetical Trapezoidal Channel) 
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EXPERIMENT #IX-A Date: 7/J/56 
Water Temp.: 26°C 
b = 2"=0.167' H = 3.73" 0 sp. wt.: 62.23 
p = 4·=0.333' Y0 = 1.291' 
ittiD WT. TIME Q SLOPE iJ Nr H H/P y t Y/Y0 ft. 1bs. sec. eta % ft/seo ft. f~. 
-.OJ?' .licjo 
l 400 18.8 .338 8 2.38 .359 -0.44" -.110 1.781 .420 1.17 
3.2~" 
+ .6 9 .4S~ 
2 400 18.8 .338 7 2.41 .371 +0.47 +.118 1.777 .420 1.16 
4.20 
.099 .484 
400 19.0 .338 6 2.4) .379 1.19 .298 1.775 .420 1.15 
4.t2 
.489 • 8o 
4 400 19.0 .338 s 2.35 .350 2.16 .;4o 1.780 .420 1.16 
2·8j 
.488 .~ 6 
5 400 19.0 .338 4 2.36 .)55 2.83 .708 1.779 .420 1.16 
6.j6 
.488 • l7 
6 400 19.0 .338 2.)6 .355 ;.eo .950 1.779 .420 1.16 
7. 3 
(19.0) 
(Hypothetical Trapezoidal Channel) 
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EXPERIMENT #X-A Date: 7/13/.56 
Water Temp.: 25.5°C 
b = 2"=0.16?' H0 = 1 • .59" Sp. Wt.: 62.24 
p = 2"•0.16?' Y0 = 1.161' 
BUN WT. TIME Q SLOPE v Nr H H/P y y- Y/Y0 I lbs. sec. ofs % ft/seo ft. f~. 
.186 1 .560 
1 400 18.2 .351 s 2.40 .;sa 2.24• 1.12 1.661 .425 1.18 
3.8g" 
.2 6 .;oo 




3 400 18.4 .3.51 3 2.40 .358 3.86 1.93 1.661 .425 1.18 
2·45 
:;o2 .388 
4 400 18.4 .351 2 2.39 .3.53 4.66 2.33 1.663 .425 1.18 
6.~ 
.;c52 .ll- 2 
5 400 18.6 .351 1 2.39 .353 ;.42 2.?1 1.663 .425 1.18 
z.o1 
.so~ .519 
6 400 18.2 .351 0 2.39 .353 6.23 3.12 1.663 .425 1.18 
?.82 
(18.3) 
(Hypothetical Trapezoidal Channel) 
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EXPERIMENT #XI Date: 7/31/.56 
Water Temp.: 26°c 
b. 2• H0 = 3.;6• Sp. Wt.: 62.23 
p = 4• Y0 = 1.321' 
IUH w. iff ME Q THiCk- v Rr H H/P y y Y/Y0 t lbs. sec. cts NESS ft/sec ft f~. 
.• to4' .4,4' .j~O 
1 400 2?.6 .233 1.25" ;.575 1.01.5 5.21" 1.30 1.?11 .389 1.003 
.164 s:~K; .258 
2 400 .51.6 .125 1.25 2.90 1.01 3.62 .905 1.519 .251 1.004 
.104 
z .•ls 
·.15§ .• 2o3 
400 106.0 .061 1.25 2.29 1.02 2.44 .610 1.480 .158 1.006 
6 .• 00 
.078 .4,j .399 
1.026 4 400 2?.6 .233 .9315 ;.so .955 5.20 1.30 1.?20 .389 
.d78 8.~6 '.267 • 99 
s 400 51.4 .125 .9315 2.80 .912 3.59 .89? 1.588 .251 1.039 
.o?s Z•lt .It;9 .2 2 
6 400 103.0 .062 .9375 2.20 .890 2.54 .635 1.490 .161 1.050 6.10 
.o52 .~5 .409 1.035 1 400 27.2 .236 .625 ).45 .902 5.22 1.305 1.730 .395 s. 8 
Hypothetical Rectangular Channel) 
82 
EXPEBil''fENT #XI (Cont'd) 
BUN WT. TfME TH!CK- v H H/P ,. y Y/Y0 Q Nr y # 1bs. sec. cfs NESS ft/seo ft. r%. 
.0521 .297 1 I ."267 




9 400 99.8 .o64 .625 2.12 .770 2.44 .610 1.502 .165 1.097 
6.oo 
.oj6 .433 .413 
10 400 27.2 .236 .4375 3.42 .880 5.19 1.298 1.734 .395 1.046 
.o36 8.~5 .2?4 • 96 
11 400 54.2 .119 .4375 2.60 .?66 ;.ss .888 1 • .59.5 .252 1.087 
.o36 z.11 .ISS .2o3 
12 400 101.2 .064 .4375 2.04 .688 2.44 .610 1 • .509 .16.5 1.139 
6.oo 
bUd 
.6!6 .434 .426 








.163 1.5 400 102.6 .063 .1875 1.94 .602 2.44 .610 1.51.5 1.190 6.oo 
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